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Study area 



Multimodal hub 
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Modes used to access railway station 
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Walk	   Bus	   Auto,	  shared	   Auto,	  private	   Two	  wheeler	   Car	   Other	  



Single entry/exit for pedestrians and 
vehicles 



No dedicated passenger waiting and 
circulation space in the bus temrinal 



Shared rickshaw boarding conflicts 
with traffic movement 



Passengers alighting from buses and 
rickshaws cross traffic to reach station 



Pedestrians face long crossing distances 



Even though only 3-4% access the station by car 

Circulation system prioritizes cars 
over public transport 



Co-location Integration 
- Minimize walking distances 

for transfers 
- Minimize level differences 
- Avoid bottlenecks 
- Provide protection from sun 

and rain 
- Public information 
 



Priority for public transport 

Thane 
station Bus 

platform 



Direct access to buses 



Direct access to buses 



Organized rickshaw access 



Organized rickshaw access 



Proposed layout 



Direct pedestrian access to paratransit services 



Direct pedestrian access to public transport 



Parking 



Proposed layout 



Lack of pedestrian infrastructure on 
nearby streets ... 



... despite high pedestrian volumes 

Morning peak hour 



Street design 



Near	  General	  Hospital,	  Coimbatore	  



Designing for pedestrians 

For narrow ROWs, the entire 
width should be designed as 
a slow zone 

On wider streets, a separate 
slow zone is necessary 

•  All streets need slow zones: 



Footpath as a slow zone 



Shared space as a slow zone 



Speed kills 

•  Motor vehicle speeds 
above 30 km/h 
significantly increase 
the risk of pedestrian 
and cyclist fatalities 
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Source: UK Dept of Transportation 



Delhi Ave, IIT-M campus 

No footpaths 

High speed 
carriageway 
(40 km/h) 



Skywalks? 

1/3 of pedestrians 
on skywalk 

2/3 of pedestrians 
at street level 

Vile Parle (W), Mumbai 

No footpaths! 



Footpaths are essential 



“The design is fine. Let’s educate pedestrians so that they use 
the footpath.” 



“The design is fine. Let’s educate pedestrians so that they use 
the footpath.” 

If you provide a good footpath, people will walk on it 



Footpath design: The zone system 

Clear demarcation of 3 zones: 

1.  Pedestrian zone: continuous 
space for walking 

2.  Frontage zone: buffer between 
street-side activities and the 
pedestrian zone 

3.  Furniture zone: space for 
landscaping, furniture, lights, 
bus stops, signs and private 
property access ramps 



No zoning 



Pedestrian zone 

Furniture 
zone 

Frontage 
zone 



Pedestrian zone 

Furniture 
zone 

Frontage 
zone 



“We don’t have space for footpaths” 



Minimum zone widths (IRC) 



1. Ending the footpath 
with abrupt curbs is 
not acceptable 

2. Lowering the entire 
footpath to the level of the 
carriageway is unacceptable 
as property entrances may 
become waterlogged 

3. Vehicle ramps should be 
provided in the ‘furniture 
zone’ and not in the 
‘pedestrian zone’ 

Property entrances 









Bus stops should not obstruct the footpath 

Bus bulb-out 
in parking 
lane 

Clear 
space 
behind 
footpath 
(≥1.8 m) 



Passengers board from parking lane 



Bus stop on bulb-out 



Pedestrian crossings 



Solution #1: “Don’t cross!” 



Solution #2: Grade separation 



Subways & foot overbridges 

•  Not accessible to persons with 
disabilities, luggage 

•  Dangerous at night (and maybe 
during the daytime too!) 

•  Elevators and escalators are 
expensive and break 

•  They usually obstruct the 
footpath 



The solution: Safe at-grade crossings 

Ramps to reduce 
vehicle speeds 

Pedestrians 
remain at the 
level of the 
footpath 



Speed table crossing (Bangalore) 



Median refuges should be adequately sized 



Refuge island sizing 

Wider median at 
pedestrian crossing 



Intersections 



Most intersections are too large 



Mexico City: before 



Mexico City: after 



China 



USA 



Large intersection with much pavement… 

New York: before 



New York: after 



Reducing turning radii 



Reducing turning radii 

Slower vehicle 
speeds 

Shorter crossing 
distance 





Delhi 



New York 



Barcelona, Spain 

Direct crossings follow pedestrian desire lines 











www.itdp.org 
twitter.com/itdpindia 

Download the guide 
www.itdp.org/betterstreets 


